Spread Your Wings
Living with epilepsy can be challenging. It helps to set goals to keep you
motivated. On the butterfly’s wings, list some goals you would like to
achieve. Then color the butterfly to help your goals take flight.

Share your experiences with us and the epilepsy community
Send a picture of your artwork to lgsart@aquestive.com for a chance to be featured in the next Art of Living
book. To view the first Art of Living book, visit: https://aquestive.com/about-us/commitment-to-epilepsy/
By emailing your stories, artwork, and photographs to us, you are confirming that Aquestive Therapeutics, Inc. has your permission to reproduce your materials,
in whole or in part, for publication on their social media, websites, printed publications, and/or promotion of events intended for the epilepsy community.
By providing my contact information, I agree that Aquestive Therapeutics (“Aquestive”) can use the information I have provided for its marketing database. I agree that
Aquestive and its agents may contact me from time to time by mail or email to provide information about Aquestive or its products or services that may be of interest to
me. I understand that my contact information will not be sold to third parties, other than in the event that Aquestive or its affiliates is sold. I understand that I have the right
to opt-out of the Aquestive database at any time and that information will then be removed from the database. Instructions on how to be removed from the database will
be included in any future communications sent to me by Aquestive.
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Celebrate Growth
Every day gives you a fresh chance to blossom on your journey with epilepsy.
For each flower petal, share an example of how you would like to grow.
Decorate your flower to celebrate this new opportunity.
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